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Global Specifications

Symsol IP-PABX features ICM (Intelligent Call Management) which is a
set of flexible, customisable rules, that
Symsol IP-PABX is an innovadefine calling policy of your company.
tive solution for small and medium
In combination with VoIP plans, which
business. It provides voice over IP in
can be easily embedded into the apmultiple protocols, and comprehensive
pliance with CPPI. It will make a huge
communication/telephony system.
saving on your monthly bill.
Fully customisable, it combines highly
advanced technology with a simple
Symsol IP-PABX is highly scalable.
graphical interface.
It can have up to 30 extenstions on
Symsol IP-PABX will increase your one appliance and can combine up to
communication possibilities, combin- 10 other local or remote appliances.
Therefore the telephone infrastructure
ing all networks The CPPI (Cross
can grow as your business expands.
Platform Phone Integration) allows
you to combine multiple land lines,
The functionality of Symsol IPSIP and IAX2 Voice over IP trunks
PABX
makes it possible to design the
within a single PBX system.
system specifically for you, matching
YOUR rules and policies.
Symsol IP-PABX support remote
connection to PBX system, makSymsol IP-PABX comes with no
ing it an ideal system for mutli-office
hidden
costs and licenses as it’s built
environment. The phone (or the soft
using
an
open source software. Makphone) could be plugged in into any
ing
it
not
just powerful, but also a cost
network with Internet access. It will log
effective
solution
for small or medium
in into your virtual PBX and be ready
business.
to start making and taking office calls.
Symsol IP-PABX has a support
of all standard PBX functions, as call
transfers, conferences, call parking,
voice mail and many others. One of
the most important PBX feature is
the flexible TBR (Time Based Rules)
which can be configured according
to your business schedules, handling
open and closed office hours, and
emergency forwards.

Feature Highlights
Local SIP extensions, local SIP
users and SIP trunking.
Local and Remote IAX2 extensions,
local and remote IAX2 users and
IAX2 trunking
Web Based Graphical and Command Line interfaces
TBR (Time Based Rules) with Autoattendant and routing.
CPPI (Cross Platform Phone Integration) with Land Lines, SIP and IAX2
Voice over IP support.

This solution is developed and integrated by Symmetric Solutions .

ICM (Intelligent Call Management)
for any extensions and trunks.

Make I.T. Happen

Scalable as your business expands.
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